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Approximately 200 books, pamphlets, and documents published between 1949 and 1966 comprise this bibliography on rural youth. The primary emphasis is on the education of rural youth, but included is a wide spectrum of subjects that impinge on the rural environment, such as mental health, vocational aspirations and opportunities, functions of the church and economic variables. The documents are listed alphabetically by author. The bibliography was prepared for the National Outlook Conference on Rural Youth, Washington, D.C., October 23, 1967. (DK)
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Preface

This bibliography was prepared by the ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small Schools for the National Outlook Conference on Rural Youth, Washington, D.C., October, 1967. For general services of the ERIC system and how to utilize them, see the CRESS brochure or any other ERIC brochure.

The success of ERIC is dependent upon receipt of new literature from authors, publishers, and interested persons. We earnestly ask you to mail two copies of new material immediately as they become available.

Alfred M. Potts, 2nd
Director, ERIC/CRESS
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